
TWO KINDS OF ENGLISH

It makes sense for kind to be in plural form in the sentence "The two methods require two different kinds of prior
information." because here kind.

Let us take another trip across the Atlantic and look at a few more strange linguistic differences. Did you find
something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? I have highlighted
some of the differences between American English and British English. You can work through formal papers
and excel in accounting, science, engineering and medical texts that use formal English all of the time.
Reading example essays works the same way! Contractions are shorted phrases where certain letters are
omitted and an apostrophe inserted. Those who are immersed in the casual culture of the United State have no
trouble picking up these relatively few phrases and words in the first year or two that they are in the country.
Standard English is often associated with the more educated layers of society, as well as more formal registers.
For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. My personal
favorite? There's a problem with this paper. In the U. Let me show you what I mean and take a look at some
examples that will leave you tongue-tied at the end of this article. Your strong language grasp of formal
English might have even supported you through university in an English speaking country where you were
able to study and use the formal English you learned in school to enhance your knowledge of subject matter.
Chief among other native English dialects are Canadian English and Australian English , which rank third and
fourth in the number of native speakers. I expect it will be challenging. Rebecca indulges herself by pretending
to have spare time and writing about the ups and downs of being a freelancing mama whenever she gets a
chance. Short sentences read more easily. The biggest differences between North American English and
British English involve pronunciation and spelling. We'll take a look right away. Essays may be lightly
modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to
publication. The formal English sentences above sound stilted and overly formal. Formal English is easiest to
learn for those who have a strong vocabulary in their native language. You get a drink from the bottleo. This is
a skill that improves over time. I am patiently waiting for the examination the instructor has prepared for class
today. To Americans, this must sound as if we are pretending to be Bruce Willis in Pulp Fiction which is
enough reason I ever need to keep doing it. What is most interesting is that such discrepancies are likely to
increase as time goes on. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Who wrote
this essay? In the United Kingdom and Canada, suspenders are used to hold up a pair of female stockings
while they support trousers pants in the United States. Many of these countries, while retaining strong BrE or
AmE influences, have developed their own unique dialects, which include Indian English and Philippine
English. FluentU takes real-world videosâ€”like music videos, movie trailers, news and inspiring talks â€”and
turns them into language learning experiences. This is a question that is just as complicated and diverse as the
language itself. Suddenly, privacy seems to have been thrown out the window. For the most part, Canadian
English, while featuring numerous British forms alongside indigenous Canadianisms, shares vocabulary,
phonology and syntax with American English, leading many to recognize North American English as an
organic grouping of dialects. Ute which is a truck. Congratulations, by the way. Like this. Are you confused
enough yet? Many Scottish speakers like to throw in Scots words, which are unique only to Scotland.


